Week Ending September 11, 2020

**Graphs represent data for the week ending September 4, 2020**

DIESEL

BEEF

▼GRINDS
U LOINS
-- ROUNDS
-- CHUCKS
U RIBS

Market is mixed. Total beef production for last week was down 3.2% versus
prior week and was up 13.1% compared to same time last year. Total
headcount for last week was 633,000 as compared to 571,000 for the same
week last year. Live weights for last week were up 1 lb. from prior week and
up 15 lbs. versus same time last year. Live weights have continued to move
lower and closer in line with prior year as compared to the very large gaps
seen a few months ago. Labor availability related to COVID-19 has been an
ongoing concern but is slowly improving. Measures put in place in plants have
helped improve employee safety but have slowed availability of some items
due to changes in line times and reduction of additional trimming at some
plants. Demand coming into September has been unlike normal seasonal
trends due to the changes in consumer buying patterns over the past few
months. Typically demand shifts after Labor Day as retail buying patterns
change but seasonal demands have been out of the norm this summer. The
Choice grading percentage has remained very high and continues to keep
pressure on availability of Select graded product.

Grinds- Market is weaker. Strong demand leading up to the holiday helped push the market higher. Demand is
typically seasonally lighter as we move past the holiday and the market has moved lower as this week has
progressed.
Loins- Market is unsettled. Demand has been seasonally good the past few weeks and helping to put upward
pressure on the market. Buying activity has been lighter as we moved into this week and the market has eased
lower on multiple items.
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Rounds- Market is steady.
Chucks- Market is steady.
Ribs- Market is unsettled. Buying interest has been seasonally strong for the past few weeks. The market
typically sees seasonally lighter demand right after Labor Day. This week has seen both higher and lower prices
from packers based on their available inventories.
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PORK

Market is mixed. Total pork production for last week was down 6.4%
versus prior week and was up 12.3% compared to same time last year.
Total headcount for last week was 2,484,000 as compared to 2,217,000
for same week last year. Live weights for last week were even with prior
▲BELLIES
week but up 1 lb. from same time last year. Labor availability related to
COVID-19 has been an ongoing concern and causing many of the plants
▲HAMS
to have to run at reduced speeds. The limited production has caused
U LOINS
cuts and allocations to be commonplace as we moved through the
U BUTTS
summer. Further trimmed, deboned, and more labor intense items
▼RIBS
continue to remain in lighter supply. Production has been slowly
improving over the past few weeks and availability is mixed between
suppliers. Foodservice demand had been slowly improving as additional
states eased restrictions on their shelter in place orders. Pricing has moved dramatically higher and
lower over the past several weeks due to the large swings in demand and production. Availability of
further processed items such as pepperoni remains more limited and seeing upward pressure in pricing
as production and availability continue to trail normal seasonal trends.
Bellies- Market is firmer. Demand has been improved for the past few weeks and putting pressure on
inventories.
Hams- Market is firmer. This market has continued to move higher and lower over as demand has been
mixed over the past several weeks. Exports have helped to keep the market more unsettled and
helping to cause larger swings in prices. This combined with buying activity for the upcoming holidays
is helping to put upward pressure on the market.
Loins- Market is unsettled. Availability has been mixed between suppliers as we moved into this week.
Buying activity leading up to Labor Day was very good. Demand typically seasonally eases as we move
past the holiday.
Butts- Market is unsettled. Demand was very good leading up to Labor Day. Buying activity typically
eases as we move past Labor Day and activity has started to become lighter as this week progresses.
Ribs- Market is weaker. Seasonal demand typically surges right ahead of the holiday before easing over
the next few weeks. This week has seen activity being lighter as compared to before the holiday.
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CHICKEN

--WOGS
--TENDERS
-▼BNLS BREAST
-▼LEG QTR
--WINGS

Market is steady to weaker. Total headcount for last week was
173,857,000 as compared to 148,929,000 for the same week last year.
Average weights for last week were 6.38 lbs. as compared to 6.29 lbs. for
the same week last year. In regard to chick placements, fryers for week
ending 10/10/20 are estimated at 163.2 million headcount. Placements
for previous week were 162.4 million and same week last year was 168.9
million. As the industry moves past the holiday weekend, full production
schedules and supply patterns are starting to take shape. Steady
demand is being reported on WOGS, wings and tenders. Activity on
boneless breast and dark meat continues to be slow for this time of year.
Export demand for leg quarters continues to be less than optimal.
Weekly egg sets and production numbers continue to be consistent on a
week to week basis. Supply on tenders and wings is tight, while some
excess is being reported on boneless breast and dark meat.

WOGS- Market is steady. Consistent volume activity is being reported from the retail and foodservice
channels. Sized WOGS and cutting stock sizes are moving efficiently enough to keep the market
supported.
Tenders- Market is steady. Foodservice operations and retail sales remain vibrant enough to keep
inventories moving. Supply is available but remains tight.
Boneless Breast- Market is steady to weaker. Overall demand from the retail and foodservice channels
is being reported as slow. Depending on the size and production facility, some excess supply is being
reported.
Leg Quarters and Thighs- Market is steady to weaker. Domestic and export demand for back half parts
and dark meat continues to be reported as soft. Supply is in excess and market is being pressured.
Wings- Market is steady. With the start of football season, seasonal demand is being reported as
steady. Foodservice and carry out business are vibrant and further processors continue to replenish
inventory. Reduced floor stocks are keeping supply tight and the market remains firm.
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TURKEY

▲WHOLE BIRDS
-- BREAST MEAT
-- WINGS
-- DRUMS

Market is steady. Total headcount for last week was 4,088,000 as
compared to 3,449,000 for the same week last year. Average weights
for last week were 30.85 lbs. as compared to 31.07 lbs. for the same
week last year. Industry activity for whole body turkeys remains strong
as we move into the Fall months. Volume on breast meat and bone-in
breasts remains steady. Activity on parts and dark meat remains
mostly steady and enough to keep the market supported. Export
demand for drums is steady while movement for necks and wings is
slow. Supply remains available across most categories and lines of
business.

Whole Birds- Market is firm. Demand for all sizes of frozen whole birds remains steady. Fresh orders
and bookings for November are being reported as active. Supply continues to be limited with very few
spot loads being offered.
Breast Meat- Market is steady. Current demand for white meat and white trim is being reported as
steady. Volume from retail deli remains strong while foodservice activity is moderate at the current
time. Supply for fresh and frozen breast meat is available.
Wings- Market is steady. Domestic demand for whole wings and 2 joints is steady while export sales
are seeing an uptick in activity. Supply is becoming tight.
Drums and Thigh Meat- Market is steady to firm. Domestic volume on drums is steady. Export sales are
on the rise and the market is getting some upward pressure. Dark meat sales are supported by
consumer demand for ground turkey. Supply is available but starting to tighten.

SEAFOOD

Gulf Shrimp- Market is steady. Production has been seasonally
improving over the past few weeks and helping to improve
inventories.

Black Tiger Shrimp- Market is mixed. Larger sized product continues to see lighter demand as this product is
primarily used in the foodservice market and many restaurants continue to see lighter traffic. Smaller sized
product has seen upward pressure with light inventories with a good demand.
White Shrimp- Market is unsettled. Retail demand continues to be very good but seasonally demand typically
starts to ease over the coming weeks. This year has been out of the norm and is helping to hold the market in a
more unsettled tone. Demand has been good on smaller sizes and costs overseas are seeing upward pressure.
King Crab- Market is firm. Inventories are limited for an active demand.
Snow Crab- Market is firm. Inventories are light for an active demand. Buying activity has been very active for
the past several weeks and putting pressure on availability. Availability on larger sizes is limited.
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Warm Water Lobster Tails- Market is mostly steady. Demand this summer has been very unsettled due to issues
related to COVID-19. Even though inventories have been much lighter than prior years the market has been
holding steadier the past few weeks as new season product began entering the market.
North American Lobster Tails- Market is mixed. Raw material prices have seen upward pressure due to light
availability on several sizes. Larger sizes are in lighter supply and is reflective in pricing. Live lobsters out of this
region are firm due to the limited availability.
Salmon- Market is firm. The market for farmed salmon is firm with light inventories for an active
demand. Labor issues in Chile have slowed exports coming out of that region and putting pressure on other
markets. The market for Wild Salmon is mixed with availability and pricing mixed between suppliers.
Cod- Market is steady.
Flounder- Market is steady.
Haddock- Market is steady.
Pollock- Market is mixed. Larger sized product is in lighter supply and keeping pressure on those sizes. Smaller
sized product is more available due to fishing catches being more on the smaller sizes.
Domestic Catfish- Market is unsettled. Retail demand has been very good the past several weeks and putting
pressure on available inventories. Production has been lighter than expectations and keeping pressure on
availability. Shorts and allocations to orders have been commonplace. Issues with imports are putting
additional pressure on this market as rising costs and more limited inventories are impacting that market.
Tilapia- Market is mostly steady. This market has been unsettled for the past several weeks due to changes in
tariffs and tightening inventories overseas combined with higher production costs. Demand has been very good
for the past few months. The market has been holding mostly steady as we moved into this week with current
inventories levels good for current demand.
Swai- Market is steady.
Scallops- Market is steady.

DAIRY
Cheese

Market is unsettled. The CME block market has moved higher while the barrel market has
moved lower. The recent announcement of continued food box offerings from the USDA
program resulted in a market rally. With the added demand boost many producers are trying
to keep up with heavier interest. In the northeast educational demand has begun to trickle
in although still at levels lower than prior year. Foodservice demand is fluctuating with Italian type cheese
interest at a more stable level than other cheese types. Retail interest in the area is steady. Production in the
Midwest region is active. Retail demand in the region is solid. In the West, markets are reported as volatile.
Foodservice demand is still a big concern. Retail demand is strong. Inventories on barrel cheese is heavier than
blocks.
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Cheese Barrel Market
Average Weekly $/lb
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Butter

Market is weaker. The CME butter market moved lower this week. Production
across much of the country is active and expected to increase as the fall baking
season approaches. Ice Cream manufacturing is waning as the summer comes to
a close which allows for more cream available for churning. In the northeast
producers report mixed production. Inventories are generally adequate for demand. Central region
producers report bulk butter as mostly available. Cream in the region has been more accessible.
Additional demand is expected for bakery and confectionary use in the coming weeks. Western butter
producers report bulk butter stocks as heavy. Demand from the retail segment is lighter. Educational
demand is growing as some schools in the region are back in session. Production schedules are still
difficult to predict as movement in all segments is uncertain.

EGGS

Market is steady. Retail demand continues to show improvement as school is back in
session and families tend to prepare breakfast more frequently. Regional promotional
activity is being reported and helping to keep the grocery sales supported. Foodservice
volume continues to be reported as steady for the time being. QSR activity is average
since many fast food locations have stopped doing all day breakfast during the COVID19 timeframe. Supply is available on both medium and large sizes. Market is trending
flat on both medium and large sizes. National weekly shell egg inventory reports shell
egg inventory up 4.1% over last week.
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SOY OIL

The market is unsettled. The soy market has risen over the past couple weeks to the
highest levels since COVID hit. At its current levels, the market is steady, but the direction
is unknown. Demand was the large driver forcing the market upwards. This year’s crop is
expected to come in strong and not yet determined if China and other exporting countries
will purchase more US product.
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GLOVES

Market is firm. Glove supply remains extremely tight. Market instability remains a concern. Demand
across the globe has persisted since the onset of the pandemic. Supply chain challenges, price volatility
and unprecedented demand is expected to continue for the foreseeable future.

For questions regarding the markets, please contact the appropriate Category Manager:
Oil, Wheat, Grains, Canned Products, Imports: Scott MacKaben, Senior VP of Procurement, ext. 5457
Beef, Pork, Seafood: Davy Ard, Director of Category Management, ext. 5431
Poultry, Eggs: Ken Kotecki, Category Manager, ext. 5463
Non-Foods, Spices, Dairy: Angie Rivera, Category Manager, ext. 5427
Beverages, Frozen Vegetables: Crystal Wilkins, Category Specialist, ext. 5451

1225 Old Alpharetta Road, Suite 235, Alpharetta, GA 30005 | 800.569.4821 | frostyacres.com
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